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Intro: [As2 | AM9 | Bm9/D | E6 :]  
 

[As2] Little girl of the [AM9] ocean  
[Bm9/D] little pearl of my [E6] love 
[As2] into a whirl of e[AM9]motion into the 
[Bm9/D] world I am [E6] from... how   
 [A] do I chase the [AM7] shadows that can  
 [Bm9/D] shade her innocent [E6] heart and  
 [A] not disturb the [AM7] weather of her 
 [Bm9/D] seasons however [E] hard...oh to  
 

Build: [D6] see this place [DM7 D6] for  
  [C#7] all it has [C#7] 
  [F#m] The wolves here they [F#mM7] fancy woolen  
  [F#m7] coats and [B7] hats...on the 
 

Chorus: [Bm7] day to come when I [Bm7i] am the [Bm7] one she’s  
  [C#m7] looking to as the  
  [C#m7i] questions [C#m7] come [C#m7i] will I  
  [Bm7i] find the words [C#m7i Bm7] when [C#m7] Sophie 
  [DM7] speaks [DM7] 
  

[As2] A bucket of [AM9] raindrops  
[Bm9/D] I’ll try not to [E6] spill 
[As2] for such a [AM9] sweetheart such a  
[Bm9/D] sweetly bitter [E6] pill...how 
 [A] do I guard the [AM7] sparkle in an  
 [Bm9/D] eye with so much to [E] see and  
 [A] not disturb the [AM7] fires of a  
 [Bm9/D] life lived passionate[E]ly...oh to 
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Build:   [D6] see this place [DM7 D6] for  
  [C#7] all that’s here [C#7] 
  [F#m] You’ll cry through [F#mM7] laughter, laugh through 
  [F#m7] tears [B7] ....on the 
 

Chorus: [Bm7] day to come when I [Bm7i] am the [Bm7] one she’s  
  [C#m7] looking to as the  
  [C#m7i] questions [C#m7] come [C#m7i] will I  
  [Bm7i] find the words [C#m7i Bm7] when [C#m7] Sophie 
  [A] speaks [A]  ...when Sophie 
 

Bridge: [DM7i] speaks she’ll [DM7i] ask her daddy  
  [A9] questions [A9] 

 [C#m7] questions of the [F#7] world and of its  
 [D] ways [DM7/C# | Bm7] what Sophie  
 [DM7] needs are [G7] answers that will       
 [C#7] raise the sky a[F#m7+4/C#]bove and frame the  
 [Bm] beauty of [Bm |(Bm Cm) C#m Cm | Bm] all that  
 [E] So[B]phie  

 

Exit:   [As2] sees [AM9 | Bm9/D | E6] when Sophie  
  [As2] speaks [AM9 | Bm9/D | E6]  

 [As2] on the day when I [AM9] am the one she’s  
 [Bm9/D] looking to as the [E6] questions come I’ll  
 [As2] find the words. I’ll [AM9] raise the sky I’ll  
 [Bm9/D] frame the world for [E6] Sophie’s eyes ...I’ll  
 [As2] find the words [AM9] ....I’ll  
 [Bm9/D] find the words she [E6] needs ...I’ll  
 [As2] find the words  [AM9] ....I’ll  
 [Bm9/D] find the words she [E6] needs when Sophie  
 [As2] Speaks [AM9 | Bm9/D | E6] 
 

Solo:   [As2 | AM9 | Bm9/D | E6 :] 
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As2 [x0220x] AM9 [x0660x] Bm9/D [x5760x] E6 [x7660x] 
A [x07650] AM7 [x0665x] E [x7640x] D6 [x54200] 
DM7 [x5422x] C#7 [x4310x] F#m [244222] F#mM7 [243222] 
F#m7 [242222] B7 [x24242] Bm7 [x24232]  Bm7i [x24235] 
C#m7 [x46454] C#m7i [x46457] DM7i [x5767x] A9 [x77600] 
F#7 [242322] D [x54232] D/C# [x44232] F#m+4/C# [x4420x] 
G7 [353433]    

 
 


